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1 I used these slides as part of a talk I gave at the CamJam on 27th January 2018. 
The subject was to present the possibilities that the use of OSC messages brigs to 
Sonic Pi enabling it to communicate with and control external devices, and vice 
versa.

Open Sound Control

• a protocol for sending messages


• address part and data part


• address /play/note    or     /play/chord


• data :c4   or [:c4, :e4, :g4]


• also need destination ip and port to listen on

2 OSC messages are much more flexible than MIDI which is largely restricted to 
sending integers in the range 0->127. OSC can send numbers both integer and 
floats of any size, also text strings and for sonic pi note names and synth names. 
The protocol is used in a wide range of control situations, eg in stage lighting 
lighting consoles. The address part has set portions separated by “/“ The can be 
anything you like as long as the sender and receiver match.



use_osc "localhost",4559 

osc "/play/note",:c4 ,:tb303 ,0.5, 0.2 

live_loop :pl do 
  use_real_time 
  n,synth,dur,vol = sync "/osc/play/note" 
  use_synth synth 
  play n,release: dur, amp: vol 
end 
sleep 1 
osc "/play/chord", :c4, :e4, :g4, :fm, 2.0, 0.8 

live_loop :pc do 
  use_real_time 
  n1,n2,n3,synth,dur,vol = sync "/osc/play/chord" 
   
  use_synth synth 
  play [n1,n2,n3],release: dur,amp: vol 
end 

3 Sonic Pi can both send and receive OSC messages, so it is easy to test both in a 
Sonic Pi buffer. Here is a program to do just that. use_osc sets the default address 
and port to use when sending osc from Sonic Pi. Here the localhost => 127.0.0.1 
and 4559 is the OSC listening port for sonic pi. Note using localhost means that 
sonic pi does not (in this example) have to be connected to a network.

The osc command is used to send an osc message, to address /play/note with 
four pieces of data a note name :c4, a synth name :tb3034 a number 0.5 (used as 
a duration) and a number 0.2 (used as a volume setting).


To Receive the osc message you use a live_loop in sonic pi. When osc messages 
are received they cause an event to take place which effectively gives an osc cue. 
Other sources of cues are the sonic pi command cue, or from a live_loop, sent 
automatically each time the loop starts, or a midi event from an external midi 
keyboard. To differentiate between these, sonic pi prepends the address of any 

#alternatives for extracting the OSC data 

use_osc "localhost",4559 
osc "/hello/play",:c4,1,0.5,:tri 

b = sync "/osc/hello/play" 
puts b 
use_synth b[3] 
play b[0],amp: b[1],sustain: b[2],release: 0 

sleep 1 

#if you prefer it, use four separate variables to get the data 

use_osc "localhost",4559 
osc "/hello/play",:c4,1,0.5,:tri 

n,a,d,s = sync "/osc/hello/play" 
use_synth s 
play n,amp: a,sustain: d,release: 0

4 This snippet shows two ways of extracting the data from an osc message. Either 
numerate a variable name for each data item expected, OR use a single variable, 
which will implicitly be set to a list, and get the data items from the values in this 
list, eg b[0],b[1],b[2] etc.



Frère Jaques via OSC
one then two linked Pis

5 When speaking about sonic pi I find that the tune free jaques is a convenient 
source to show off many features. Here we will use it to play the song via osc 
messages, which can then be extended to play using two different computers 
both running sonic pi and on the same network.

#Frere Jaques played on Sonic Pi 3.0 entirely using OSC messages 
use_osc "localhost",4559 
sleep 0.5 
t=180 
set :tempo,t #use set to store values that will be passed to live_loops 
use_bpm t 

p=0.2;m=0.5;f=1 # volume settings 
#store data using set function so that it can be retrieved in live_loops 
set :notes,(ring :c4,:d4,:e4,:c4,:c4,:d4,:e4,:c4,:e4,:f4,:g4,:e4,:f4,:g4,:g4,:a4,:g4,:f4,:e4,:c4,:g4,:a4,:g4,:f4,:e4,:c4,:c4,:g3,:c4,:c4,:g3,:c4) 
set :durations,(ring 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 ,1,1,2,1,1,2, 0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5,1,1,0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5,1,1, 1,1,2,1,1,2) 
set :vols,(ring p,p,m,p,p,p,m,p,p,m,f,p,m,f,m,m,m,m,f,m,m,m,m,m,f,m,f,f,f,f,f,f) 
set :synths,(ring :tri,:saw,:fm,:pulse) 

live_loop :playosc do # this loop plays the received osc data 
  # use_real_time 
   
  n,d,v,s,tempo= sync "/osc/hello/play" #retrieve data from OSC message 
  time_warp -0.6 do 
    use_bpm tempo 
    use_synth s 
    play n,amp: v,sustain: d*0.9,release: d*0.1 
  end 
end 

live_loop :sendosc,delay: 0 do 
  use_real_time 
  #retrieve data from main program using get functions 
  s=get(:synths).tick 
  notes=get(:notes) 
  durations=get(:durations) 
  vols=get(:vols) 
  tempo=get(:tempo) 
  use_bpm tempo #set local tempo for this loop 
  notes.zip(durations,vols).each do |n,d,v| 
    osc "/hello/play",n,d,v,s,tempo #send OSC message with note data 
    sleep d 
  end 
end

6 Here is the listing for frère jaques. Note the use_osc statement at the beginning. 
Also I make use of the set and get commands in this program. I refer you to 
section 10.1 of the built in sonic pi tutorial for information on these. Here I use 
them to store global values in the sonic pi time-state, and retrieve the values as 
required using the get command. This lets you communicate with live_loops from 
the main program, or between live_loops. I set rings to store the notes, durations 
and vols (volumes) and a list of synths. The second live_loop :sendosc retrieves 
the stored information and then extracts the first synth name and uses a loop to 
send a stream of osc messages addressed to /hello/play containing the 
information for each note in turn. I use a Ruby construct .zip which enables me to 
stitch together the three rings notes, durations and vols and then to iterate through 
them using corresponding elements on each pass. Thus :c4,1,p  followed 
by :d4,1,p followed by :e4,1,m etc. this is done with:

notes.zip(durations,vols).each do |n,d,v|




live_loop :sendosc2,delay: 8 do 
  use_real_time 
  #retrieve data from main program using get functions 
  s=get(:synths).tick 
  notes=get(:notes) 
  durations=get(:durations) 
  vols=get(:vols) 
  tempo=get(:tempo) 
  use_bpm tempo #set local tempo for this loop 
  notes.zip(durations,vols).each do |n,d,v| 
    osc "/hello/play",n,d,v,s,tempo #send OSC message with note data 
    sleep d 
  end 
end 

live_loop :sendosc3,delay: 16 do 
  use_real_time 
  #retrieve data from main program using get functions 
  s=get(:synths).tick 
  notes=get(:notes) 
  durations=get(:durations) 
  vols=get(:vols) 
  tempo=get(:tempo) 
  use_bpm tempo #set local tempo for this loop 
  notes.zip(durations,vols).each do |n,d,v| 
    osc_send "172.20.10.2",4559, "/hello/play3",n,d,v,s,tempo #send OSC message with note data 
    sleep d 
  end 
end

7 This screen contains two further live_loops, both of which send the data out 
exactly as for the sends live_loop previously described. The difference is that they 
are each delayed by 8 and 16 beats respectively before starting. This is the time 
take for the first 8 notes of frère jacques, and so they play a “round”. In the talk, I 
saved time by just adding the second of these two additions. It also uses 
send_osc rather than just osc allowing a different address and port to be 
specified, which relates to the second computer I used, a pitop-CEED running 
sonic pi 3.0.1 for this. I adjusted the time delay to be 8 instead of 16. Notice also 
that I used a different osc address /hello/play3 instead of hello/play This is not 
really necessary as they are addressed to a different destination, but I think made 
things a bit clearer.

On the pitop-CEED Sonic Pi ran a copy of  live_loop :playosc, but using 
use_real_time and dispensing with the time_warp, and also looking for

/osc/hello/play3


TouchOSC
Easy way to control Sonic Pi


for Android or Mac, phone or tablet


8 TouchOSC is an app for about £5 which can run on an iPad or iPhone and there is 
also an Android version. Available in the app store or android equivalent. see 
hexler.net It enables you to make virtual control interfaces to send and receive 
OSC messages from sonic pi. It can also send midi messages.



9 This is a picture of the (free) TouchOSC editor (Mac version. also there is a 
Windows version). You create the screens to be used by TouchOSC here and then 
send them to the tablet/phone via a network connection. Items are added by right 
clicking the screen and selecting an item from the drop down menu. In this simple 
example we use a label, a virtual led, a slider and a push button

10 Shows the led component selected, its name led1, its colour, yellow, its osc 
address /touch/led1 and the signals 1 and 0 to switch it on or off



11 Shows the slider control selected. Its name, pitch, its osc address /touch/pitch 
and its range of values 0 to 1

12 shows the push button, its name push1 its osc address /touch/push1, its colour 
green, and the signals 0 and 1 it gives as it is released or as it is pressed



TouchOSC template held in file index.xml 
zipped and renamed with .touchosc suffix

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><layout version="16" mode="1" 
orientation="vertical"><tabpage name="dG91Y2g=" scalef="0.0" scalet="1.0" li_t="" 
li_c="gray" li_s="14" li_o="false" li_b="false" la_t="" la_c="gray" la_s="14" la_o="false" 
la_b="false" ><control name="bGVkMQ==" x="514" y="475" w="44" h="44" 
color="yellow" scalef="0.0" scalet="1.0" type="led" ></control><control 
name="cHVzaDE=" x="228" y="469" w="45" h="45" color="green" scalef="0.0" 
scalet="1.0" type="push" local_off="false" sp="true" sr="true" ></control><control 
name="bGFiZWwz" x="672" y="387" w="50" h="228" color="red" type="labelv" 
text="VG91Y2hPU0MgU2FtcGxl" size="20" background="true" outline="false" ></
control><control name="cGl0Y2g=" x="295" y="467" w="200" h="50" color="red" 
scalef="0.0" scalet="1.0" type="faderh" response="absolute" inverted="false" 
centered="false" ></control></tabpage></layout>

File below is Sample.touchosc which is zipped file index.xml renamed

13 This shows the teamplate file for the screen just shown. It is a zipped file called 
index.xml which is then renamed as Sample.touchosc. It is sent to the tablet or 
phone via the network using the sync command on the editor.

#Simple TouchOSC sample 
use_osc '172.20.10.5',9000 #address of TouchOSC tablet 

set :pitch,60 #set an initial value 
osc "/touch/pitch",0.25 #set slider to quarter of range 

live_loop :getslider do #get new slider output when moved 
  use_real_time 
  p = sync "/osc/touch/pitch" 
  set :pitch,p[0]*48+48 #pitch slider goes 0->1 adjust pitch value 
end 

live_loop :getbutton do 
  use_real_time 
  b = sync "/osc/touch/push1" #triggered when button pushed 
  if b[0]==1 #check button depressed 
    play get(:pitch),release: 0.2 #play a note at the selected pitch 
    osc "/touch/led1",1 #turn led on 
    sleep 0.2 
    osc "/touch/led1",0 #turn led off 
  end 
end

14 This is a sonic pi program to interact with the Sample screen above. You set up a 
use_osc command to connect to it, and then use osc messages to control the led 
and sync "/osc/touch/push1" and sync "/osc/touch/pitch" to receive information 
from it.



TouchOSC keyboard
15 A second example which is fully written up in a link on the reference page at the 

end, builds a virtual keyboard which can control sonic pi. The corresponding 
program to run on sonic pi is detailed in the reference 

TouchOSC keyboard
Showing key coding for d1

16 Showing one of the “key”buttons in the TouchOSC editor. It sends 3 when pressed 
which is used as a offset to set the required pitch.



#Simple TouchOSC keyboard player for Sonic Pi. Works on iPhone or iPad 
#by Robin Newman, May 2017 (updated for SP 3.1amJam talk) 
#pdated to use set and get instead of variable passing to live_loops 
#use with TouchOSC and phonekeyboardOSC.touchosc 
######## SETUP CONNECTIONS ################## 

use_cue_logging false 
use_midi_logging false 
use_osc_logging true 
use_osc "172.20.10.5",9000 #address to send osc messages back to touchOSC 

#names used for set/get 
octo="/octo" 
vol="/vol" 
relval="/relval" 
syn="/syn" 
#######INITIALISE TouchOSC selectors ######### 
osc "/kbd/octave/1/2","1" #set octave switch on TouchOSC 
set octo,48#intial octave offset (4 octaves) 
set vol,0.5 #initial volume setting 
sleep 0.1 #allow OSC link time 
osc "/kbd/volume","0.5" #set volume slider on TouchOSC to initial value 
sleep 0.1 #allow OSC link time 
osc "/kbd/synth/1/3","1" #set inital synth position on TouchOSC 
set syn,:saw #initial synth 
sleep 0.1 
osc "/kbd/release","0.167" #range 0.1->1, slider goes 0->1 0.167-> 0.25 value 
set relval,0.25 
############# START CONTROL AND NOTE INPUT LIVE LOOPS ############ 
live_loop :get_vol do 
  use_real_time 
  b = sync "/osc/kbd/volume" 
  set vol, b[0] 
  puts "vol",get(vol) 
end 
define :getdata do |address| #decode synth multi-toggle address 
  return get_event(address).to_s.split(",")[6][address.length+1].to_i 
end 
live_loop :get_synth do 
  use_real_time 
  b = sync "/osc/kbd/synth/1/*" 
  if b[0]==1 #only respond to button going down 
    set(syn, [:piano,:tb303,:saw,:fm][getdata("/osc/kbd/synth/1/*")-1]) #offset as counts from 0 
    puts get(syn) 
  end 
end 
live_loop :get_octave do 
  use_real_time 
  b = sync "/osc/kbd/octave/1/*" 
  if b[0]==1 #only respond to button going down 
    set(octo,24+getdata("/osc/kbd/octave/1/*")*12) 
    puts get(octo) 
  end 
end 
live_loop :get_release do 
  use_real_time 
  b = sync "/osc/kbd/release" 
  set(relval,b[0]*0.9+0.1) #range 0.1->1 for release Slider goes 0->1 
  puts get(relval) 
end 

live_loop :play_note do 
  use_real_time 
  b= sync "/osc/kbd/[abcdefg]**" 
  if b[0]>0 #only respond to key going down 
    puts "key offset",b[0]-1 
    use_synth get (syn) 
    play b[0]+get(octo)-1,attack: 0.05,amp: get(vol),release: get(relval) if b[0]!=0#play note, adjusted for offset, with selected amp, and release 
    puts get(octo),get(syn) 
  end 
end 

#karioke sing-along input 
##| with_fx :compressor,  pre_amp: 4, amp: 2 do 
#live_audio :mic,amp: 2 
##| end

17 This is the keyboard program which runs on Sonic Pi. Notice the use of the set 
and get command. Also the addressing used to access the multiple toggle 
switches for the synth and keyboard selection. (available to download from the link 
at the end)

OSC interaction with 
GPIO pins

simple setup to start with

18 The next section looks at controlling LEDs and receiving input triggered by a push 
button connected to GPIO pins. A python program runs on the Pi which addresses 
the pins using the gpiozero library. The program also utilises the python-os library 
which can be installed using a pip3 command. This is detailed in the article linked 
in the reference list. This lets the program receive and respond to incoming osc 
messages, and also send osc messages back to sonic pi when the button is 
pressed.



#test.py 
#Script to check the correct operation of the three leds and single pushbutton 
#used in the demonstration of controlling Sonic Pi from the GPIO and vice versa 
#You are strongly advised to use this before trying to use the SPoschandler.py script 

from gpiozero import LED,Button 
from time import sleep 
from signal import pause 
r=LED(20) #amend if you use leds connected to different GPIO pins 
w=LED(17) 
b=LED(14) 
button=Button(24) #amend if using a different pin for input. 

r.on() 
b.on() 
w.on() 
sleep(2) 
r.off() 
b.off() 
w.off() 

button.when_pressed= b.on 
button.when_released= b.off 

pause()

19 This is a simple test program written in python which checks the correct 
connection of the LEDs and the button, before we run the more complex program 
including the OSCserver. The test program switches all three less on for two 
seconds, and then tests that the push button lights the blue LED. Run with 
python3 test.py from a terminal on the pi, or via an ssh connection. Use ctrl+C to 
exit. 

ps3 controller with Sonic Pi
Remote control wacky instrument!

20 This is an example which uses a python OSCserver together with a PS3 games 
controller. I used an AfterGlow controller, the model of which may not still 
available. (about £15). The PiHut sell a similar controller for about the same price, 
which should work although I haven’t tested it, and it may mean minor 
modifications to the program. Program operation and download detailed in one of 
the links at the end.



OSC controlled SenseHat
21 The Sense Hat is another obvious choice for control from Sonic Pi, and you can 

also send data back to sonic pi via the joystick. I have two versions of the 
program, one varying the picture of a face between sad and happy, the other just 
changing led colours. See again a link to the code at the end. Here I use a pitop-
CEED, but it should work on a pi2 or pi3 also running sonic pi. Or you can run 
sonic pi on a separate computer, and link from the ps3.py program.

Controlling RasP.iO 
Inspiring via OSC

Sonic Pi plays and controls LEDS at the same time

22 Alex Eames of Rasp.iO produced an inspiring consisting of 24 programmable RGB 
LEDS which can be individually addressed for £20. http://rasp.io/inspiring/

I used the library that he supplies as a starting point, added python-osc code to 
allow it to communicate via OSC messages, and wrote a program in Sonic Pi to do 
that. A link at the end shows you how.



Sonic Pi visualiser
Using OSC to control a “processing” sketch

23 The Mac and PC versions of sonic pi have a facility to make the screen 
transparent. Using this you can put a graphics display behind which activates as 
sonic pi plays. I used a processing sketch to generate a visualiser, which links to 
incoming OSC messages from sonic pi. The write up link explains how. I’ve only 
done this on a Mac. Not managed to link the audio into processing when running 
on a raspberry pi (yet!)

Polyphonic Synth
selecting synth,vol,gverb,transpose,cutoff


on an 8 voice polysynth

24 When you play a note in sonic pi you have to supply the pitch AND the duration 
information AS THE NOTE STARTS. This is not very convenient when using a midi 
keyboard for input, as you want to be able to deal with short and long keypresses. 
I developed an 8 note polyphony program in sonic pi that starts each note as a 
“long” one, and then waits for the key to be released before stopping the note. It 
includes a scheduler which allocates the free next note generator. OSC messages 
are used from a TouchOSC console to control synth section, volume, cutoff, reverb 
and transposition. This version only works on a Mac, but I have a simpler version 
which also works on a raspberry pi. Full version https://rbnrpi.wordpress.com/
2017/08/06/8-note-polyphonic-gated-synth-for-sonic-pi-3/


simpler version https://rbnrpi.wordpress.com/2017/11/23/revised-simpler-
polyphonic-gated-synth-using-sonic-pi-3/




Hexome
based on a project by Mike Smith in the MagPi

25 Mike Smith published a design in the MagPi issue 58 p 54 https://
www.raspberrypi.org/magpi/issues/58/ in which he used TouchOSC to show a 
series of pushbuttons which could illuminate, arranged to  in hexogons, which 
interacted with a processing sketch to play rhythmic tunes with different 
instruments or percussion. I thought it was a prime candidate to convert to sonic 
pi and did so, sending and receiving info from the TouchOSC device via OSC 
messages. See the link at the end for details.

To finish some (late) 
festive cheer

26 The final example uses the PiHut Christmas Tree https://thepihut.com/products/
3d-xmas-tree-for-raspberry-pi. Currently reduced in price! This was a model 3D 
christmas tree with some 40 or so leds which plugs into the GPIO pins on a 
Raspberry Pi or Pizero. Again I added python-os to the driver program, and then 
used sonic pi to play Christmas Carols and drive the lights in synchronism. See 
the link at the end for how to do it.



Where can you get this stuff?
• twitter @rbnman   


• GENERAL INTRO https://rbnrpi.wordpress.com/2017/07/19/sonic-pi-3-0-arrives-get-going-with-its-midi-and-osc-commands/  


• Hexome: https://gist.github.com/rbnpi/7f7579f7cd8db0e35cc590c4cfe33e34 


• https://rbnrpi.wordpress.com/2017/08/06/8-note-polyphonic-gated-synth-for-sonic-pi-3/


• TouchOSC keyboard: https://gist.github.com/rbnpi/26b4fa12beca586c2ece0e9324af4e24


• https://rbnrpi.wordpress.com/2017/07/31/control-sonic-pi-3-with-a-ps3-wireless-controller/


• Inspiring code:  https://gist.github.com/rbnpi/35d4e74ffc87d9b2d604e1daa9462172


• https://rbnrpi.wordpress.com/2017/09/20/a-visualiser-for-sonic-pi-3/


• https://rbnrpi.wordpress.com/sonic-pi-3-says-hello-to-raspberry-pi-gpio/


• (NOT COVERED IN TALK) https://rbnrpi.wordpress.com/2017/08/11/sonic-pi-3-drives-the-leds-on-pi-toppulse-module/


• SenseHat control  https://gist.github.com/rbnpi/7f1967917caf36169e2b944db2696051


• https://in-thread.sonic-pi.net/t/sonic-pi-controls-the-pihut-christmas-tree/491


• general SP sound at https://soundcloud.com/rbnman   https://soundcloud.com/scrbn  
https://soundcloud.com/user-195236670/


• blog at https://rbnrpi.wordpress.com


• gists at https://gist.github.com/rbnpi 

27 The links are to various articles or gist posts related to the examples in the talk. 
Some of the projects also have videos on my youtube site

https://youtube.com/rbn1tube Another good site is https://in-thread.sonic-pi.net 
which is worth joining if you want to join in the sonic pi community.

Three of the projects in the talk were skipped for lack of time, but details are 
included for them.


